An adaptive system of vigilance in spotted deer (*Axis axis*) herds in response to predation
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Spotted deer or chital (*Axis axis*), a major prey species in southern India, lives in large groups. To understand the benefits of group living, we carried out observations on chital herds under natural conditions. Individual and group vigilance showed a negative correlation with herd size, whereas the latter had a positive correlation with proportion of vigilant individuals. Furthermore, individual vigilance was negatively correlated with proportion of individuals vigilant and positively correlated with group vigilance. These results are explained in the context of a three-phase vigilance system, probably operative in the chital herd, under specified ecological conditions. We surmise that this system allows for adaptation to predation risk and has possibly co-evolved with the optimal hunting strategy of the predator.
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‘ANTI-PREDATORY vigilance’ behaviour is often exhibited by prey species to decrease predation risk and to increase chances of survival1. Prey animals constantly strike a balance between the amount of energy invested in vigilance and activities that enhance growth, reproduction and fitness2. Solitary individuals are constrained as foraging and vigilance are mutually exclusive. The need to replenish energy reserves and the risks involved in foraging impose a trade-off on an individual3. A trade-off between the two decides where animals forage, the duration of foraging and the amount of time they invest in vigilance behaviour4.

An alternate strategy adopted by certain species is the formation of groups5,6. During congregation, where all the individuals attempt to optimize within the same constraints, collective vigilance gives the individual an advantage of being able to spend more time in feeding without any drastic drop in the probability of survival7. Prey animals constantly strike a balance between the amount of energy invested in vigilance and activities that enhance growth, reproduction and fitness2. Solitary individuals are constrained as foraging and vigilance are mutually exclusive. The need to replenish energy reserves and the risks involved in foraging impose a trade-off on an individual3. A trade-off between the two decides where animals forage, the duration of foraging and the amount of time they invest in vigilance behaviour4.
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However, aggregation is not entirely beneficial; aggregated animals may compete for access to limited resources and larger groups of prey may also attract the predators\(^\text{10}\).

Predators also adopt specific strategies to counter such anti-predatory effects. They can either increase the number of predation attempts on larger and more conspicuous groups or resort to smaller groups for an assured reward of prey\(^\text{11}\). Thus the anti-predatory vigilance behaviour is highly dynamic, being governed by several factors like group size, temperature, time of day, presence of predator, distance from cover, sex\(^\text{4,12}\), group geometry\(^\text{13}\), dominance status\(^\text{14}\), presence of potential conspecific competitors\(^\text{15}\) and nutritional need or foraging pressure\(^\text{16}\).

Most studies on vigilance were carried out under controlled conditions\(^\text{17}\) or with artificial predators\(^\text{18}\). The results obtained from such studies may be largely influenced by experimental conditions and manipulations. Thus, how far or to what extent these results are applicable in natural/wild conditions is unknown. In this study we carried out observations on the antipredator vigilance behaviour of spotted deer or chital – the major prey species of carnivores in southern India\(^\text{19,20}\) under natural conditions. Chital usually form loose aggregations in large numbers, during foraging and resting\(^\text{21,22}\). In the absence of social bonds, chital herds are attractive model systems to study, where presumably herd behaviour is mainly driven by the anti-predatory challenges. Thus in the current study, we attempted to understand the effect of herd size and proportion of vigilant individuals on individual as well as the group vigilance behaviour of the chital.

The study was conducted in the Mudumalai Sanctuary, Tamil Nadu, South India. The sanctuary lies to the north of the Nilgiri Plateau (11°30′–11°39′N and 76°27′–76°43′E) at an altitude of 850–1250 m amsl. The area supports large herbivores like elephant (Elephas maximus), gaur (Bos gaurus), sambar (Rusa unicolor), chital (Axis axis), wild pig (Sus scrofa) as well as major predators like tiger (Panthera tigris), leopard (Panthera pardus) and Asiatic wild dog (Cuon alpinus)\(^\text{23}\).

In the study area three sites, namely Theppakadu, Hombetta and Jeydev Avenue were selected for observation of vigilance behaviour. The habitat types of these study site are mainly dry deciduous, moist deciduous forest patches with swampy grassland and dry thorn forest respectively. The study sites supported large herds of chital during early morning and late evening, when they aggregated for foraging.

The study area has a chital density of 28 individuals/sq. km (refs 23, 24) and it forms the major prey base. Chital frequent grasslands and open forests, seldom penetrating heavy jungles. They normally rest during the hotter part of the day and forage early in the morning and late in the afternoon when they form the largest groups\(^\text{25,26}\).

Our observations indicate that chital aggregate in large herds late in the afternoon, in relatively open areas such as grasslands and river banks that remain cohesive right through the night till mid-morning. During this period they are either resting or foraging. From mid-morning to late afternoon the herds disperse into thicker forests. They do rest during this period, but are often found foraging in smaller groups.

Chital have a tendency to form two kinds of associations\(^\text{27}\): (i) buck herds or bachelor herd, and (ii) herds consisting of does with yearlings and small fawns.

The study was conducted for 4 months, from December 2003 to March 2004. Vigilance behaviour was studied by carrying out focal, group and instantaneous scans on foraging herds\(^\text{28}\). Heads-up and tails-up behaviours were considered indicative that the animal was vigilant\(^\text{21}\). All behaviours were recorded as events. Observations were divided into sessions. The sessions lasted for 10 min or as long as the entire focal herd/individual was observable. Each session of observation comprised of one focal scan (5 min) and a group scan (5 min). To ensure independence across sampling sessions, each session began after an interval of 30 min from the preceding one. A series of instantaneous scans were performed between two sessions with an interval of 2 min between scans.

During all scans (focal, group and instantaneous) the maximum observable herd size corresponding to each observation was also recorded. All the observations were recorded during early morning, i.e. 0600–1100 h and late evening, i.e. 1600–1800 h. It was found through initial surveys that during these hours chital are out foraging in the greatest numbers. As it was desirable to see as many animals as possible, the observer used an elevated area. Observations from a distance were carried out using 7 × 50 wide-angle binoculars (Nikon, India) in an open habitat to ensure better visibility. Data were recorded only after ensuring that the herd was not disturbed by the approach of the observer. If domestic elephants or human beings appeared close to the herd, data recording was suspended until the cause of disturbance receded and the herd returned to its normal activity. A stopwatch was used to time all scans. Our observations were carried out on both the buck herds and the herds consisting of does, yearlings and fawns. Because there was a frequent fusion and fission between these two herd types, we did not include herd type as a factor in our subsequent analyses.

During group scan, a particular herd was observed for 5 min or as long as the focal herd size remained constant. The number of heads-up and tails-up exhibited by the focal herd was recorded. Group frequency (gr. freq.) is denoted as the frequency of total heads-up and tails-up recorded during each group scan.

During focal scan, a random individual was observed for 5 min or as long as the focal herd size remained constant. The number of heads-up and tails-up exhibited by the focal individual was recorded. Individual frequency (indiv. freq.) is denoted as the frequency of total heads-up and tails-up recorded during each focal scan.
A series of instantaneous scans were performed for a particular herd in intervals of 2 min. Instantaneous scans recorded the number of individuals (no. of indiv.) showing heads-up and tails-up. We calculated the proportion of individuals vigilant within herds as control and used this parameter for all subsequent analysis.

As the data followed a non-normal distribution, Spearman rank correlation (non-parametric statistics) test was used to obtain the correlation values between the given sets of parameters. All the analyses were carried out using Graph Pad Prism 5.0 software. The observations were carried out at three different locations within the sanctuary; thus the location itself may have an effect on the measured parameters (herd size, group frequency, individual frequency, no. of individuals) of the study. We also carried out a linear mixed effect (LME) model analysis with location of chital group as a random effect, to analyse the relationship between the chosen categories. Log transformation was done for the measured parameters to follow a normal distribution and then incorporated in the LME model.

A total of 85 individuals were observed during focal scans and 56 groups were recorded for groups scans with a mean group composition of 14 (Table 1). Negative correlations of herd size (mean ± SD, 13.7 ± 12.14; n = 85) with individual frequency (mean ± SD, 4.08 ± 7.01; n = 85; Spearman r = −0.39, n = 56, P < 0.001) and group frequency (mean ± SD, 0.39 ± 0.49; n = 56; Spearman r = −0.71, n = 56, P < 0.001) were observed. A positive correlation of herd size with proportion of vigilant individuals (mean ± SD, 0.19 ± 0.2; n = 59; Spearman r = 0.3084, n = 59, P < 0.05) was also observed implying that as herd size increases, the proportion of vigilant individuals also increases. We further observed a negative correlation between individual frequency and proportion of individuals vigilant (Spearman r = −0.3419, n = 59, P < 0.001), though there was no correlation between group frequency and proportion of individuals vigilant.

We finally ran a correlation test between the group and individual frequencies to test the likelihood that individual animals were being influenced by group vigilance levels. Group frequency was found positively correlated with individual frequency (Spearman r = 0.3324, P < 0.05, n = 56). The results obtained from the LME model (positive or negative association and the corresponding P-values, P > 0.01) were similar to those obtained in the correlation analyses, thus confirming that location did not have a significant effect on the measured parameters of the study.

Table 1. Sampled individuals during the study period (December 2003–March 2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of focal individuals scanned</th>
<th>No. of groups scanned</th>
<th>Mean composition of maximum observable group size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present results demonstrate the benefits of group living as an anti-predator strategy. We discuss the results in the form of three possible anti-predatory strategies (or phases) that the chital might adopt under natural conditions.

From our ad libitum field observations there appears to be a background level of vigilance within the herd where individuals react to random stimuli such as smells, sounds and movements from benign sources. Individuals are always vigilant to these stimuli and in larger herds this background level is high due to a higher proportion of vigilant individuals. Individuals possibly reassured by this high background level reduce time in vigilance to engage in other activities such as foraging. We term this as ‘phase 1’ in the vigilance system of chital herds. This is indicated by the negative correlation of herd size with group and individual frequencies of vigilance behaviour, and a positive correlation with the proportion of individuals vigilant. Further support for phase 1 is provided by the absence of correlation and presence of negative correlation between proportion of individuals vigilant and group and individual vigilance frequencies respectively. Even though a high proportion of individuals are vigilant, they do not necessarily display a higher frequency of vigilance and group vigilance is thereby not altered. However, individual vigilance levels are significantly reduced, perhaps lending support to the many-eyes hypothesis.

The result that individual vigilance frequencies increase with group frequencies is perhaps evidence for a phase 2 in the system. Earlier observations establish that in response to less benign stimuli such as alarm calls from grey langur (Semnopithecus entellus), sambar (Rusa unicolor) and chital from other herds, there is a dramatic heightening of vigilance levels with a majority of individuals vigilant. The correlation between individual and group frequencies is likely to arise from this phenomenon. In the wild, phase 1 and phase 2 are two non-exclusive strategies that may operate simultaneously in the same herd. However, studies can be carried out to compare the behaviour of the herd during such sudden spurts of heightened vigilance (phase 2) with the background level of vigilance (phase 1) operative in the herd.

We have also observed what we believe may be a third phase in the system, in the presence of the predators. When hunting predators such as dholes are visible in close proximity to a herd, the entire herd bunches up into a tight group and all adult individuals have heads-up and tails-up. We surmise that at this stage principle within the geometry of selfish herds may be operational, but have no spatial data to support this. A study (A.V., unpublished) showed that repeated hunting by dholes on a particular herd, resulted in enhanced and sustained levels of vigilance within the herd reducing hunting success significantly. The pack was then forced to move onto other herds in other areas, which had not been hunted recently.
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We speculate that this three-phase system allows for flexibility in modulating vigilance levels in response to the probability of predation. Such flexibility in the adoption of vigilance strategy is also prevalent in several other species like African herbivores, marmots (Marmota flaviventris) and mustached tamarins (Saguinus mystax). We conclude that the above system may be optimal to allow a viable trade-off between being vigilant and foraging. Group living among chital allows for this trade-off. This system may have co-evolved with an optimal foraging strategy of dhole packs, but this may be only relevant for ecological conditions prevalent within the specific study area.
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